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ZIP FLYER™

SCREW LIFT™

SWITCHGRIP™

Z-360 ™

MINOTAUR™

OFFROAD TRUCK™

Explore the world of VEX Robotics®
Construction Kits by HEXBUG®
with these additional builds and
activities. Each build comes
with individual instructions.

WWW.HEXBUG.COM/VEX

DISCOVER
HOW ROBOTS ARE

USED FOR TASKS

EXAMINE
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FORCES INTERACT

CALCULATE
COMPOUND GEAR

RATIOS IN THE ARM

UNDERSTAND

STEM CONCEPTS

CONSTRUCTION SET

ROBOTIC ARM ™

INVESTIGATIONS

OUTPUT

YES

USES GEARS? USES SHAFTS?

For each movement, you are adding
mechanical input power by using force to
move the Robotic Arm. The applied force is
transferred throughout the Robotic Arm by
gears, shafts (axles), and/or moving beams.
Because of that transfer, the output force
can be quite different than the input force.

Your Robotic Arm is designed with a claw for picking
up and moving things. The Robotic Arm’s claw is
referred to as an end effector. End effectors are
mechanisms that are designed to allow a robot to
complete a specific task or activity - some types
of end effectors include drills, forklifts, or even
blowtorches!

A Robotic Arm is one of the most common types
of manufacturing robots. Robotic Arms are used
for grasping and moving parts, assembling,
welding, drilling, painting, and many other tasks in
a manufacturing assembly line.

ABOUT THE ROBOTIC ARM

INVESTIGATION ONE
WHAT TYPES OF FORCES ALLOW
THE ROBOTIC ARM TO WORK?

INPUT

Test and observe the three different ways to
move the Robotic Arm:
• Moving the claw mechanism closer or farther
from the Robotic Arm’s base.
• Moving the claw nechanism up and down.
• Opening and closing the claw and effector.

Complete the
table by filling in
the missing cells.

MOVEMENT

YES

MOVING FORCE

LIFTING FORCE

YES

ROTATIONAL
FORCE

MOVING THE
CLAW ARM
UP/DOWN

GRIPPING FORCE

MOVING THE
CLAW ARM
FORWARD/
BACKWARD

OPENING/
CLOSING
THE CLAW

Notice that all three movements use both gears and shafts to change the input rotational force to a different
type of force like moving, lifting, or gripping. How is that rotational force enough force to move the Robotic
Arm and to lift and move objects?

INVESTIGATION TWO
HOW DO GEARS GIVE THE ROBOTIC
ARM MORE STRENGTH?

1

3

or

The arm and claw require strength to move even before
they are holding an object. To accomplish this, the
Robotic Arm was designed to increase the amount of
torque (a twisting force) above the amount of input force.

36-tooth
driven
gear

To increase the torque even higher, the Robotic
Arm users multiple sets of these gears to create
a compound gear ratio. By using multiple sets
of gears, the mechanical advantage can be
multiplied and increased beyond the capabilities
of a single set of gears.

12-tooth
driving
gear

60-tooth
driven
gear

12-tooth
driving
gear

The 36-tooth gear
shares a shaft with a
12-tooth gear. As the
36-tooth gear rotates,
so does the 12-tooth
gear. That 12-tooth gear
is a driving gear for a
60-tooth gear. What
is the gear ratio of the
driving 12-tooth gear to
the driven 60-tooth gear?

GEAR RATIO 1

3 :1

12 Teeth

36 Teeth

Driving (input) Gear

Driven (output) Gear

An increase in torque is gained when the
driving (input or turning) gear is smaller than
the driven (output or turned) gear, however the
increase in torque is countered with a decrease
in speed. This act of increasing torque is called
a mechanical advantage.

Look at the gears that move
the arm up and down. The
first driving gear has 12
teeth (notches) and the
driven gear has 36 teeth.
Let’s calculate that gear
ratio using the formula to
the right.
The gear ratio tells us that
the driving gear has to
rotate 3 times to rotate the
driven gear one time. Next,
there is the second gear
ratio to consider.

__:__

36-tooth
driven
gear

GEAR RATIO 2
Driving (input) Gear

Driven (output) Gear

____ Teeth

or

____ Teeth
__
__

×

Driving Gear of Gear Ratio 2

Driven Gear of Gear Ratio 2

= Compound
Gear Ratio

The 60-tooth gear rotates a shaft that moves jointed beams up and down to control the arm. What is the
compound gear ratio that powers that? Use the following formula to determine the compound gear ratio:
Driven Gear of Gear Ratio 1
Driving Gear of Gear Ratio 1

Hint: Divide the gear ratio fraction’s numerator by the denominator to find the gear reduction value.

Gear Ratio 1 × Gear Ratio 2 = Compound Gear Ratio

3 × _______ = _______ Compound Gear Ratio

The answer reveals the number of times the first input gear (12-tooth gear) has
to rotate in order to rotate the last output gear (60-tooth gear) one full rotation.

